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Abstract: The decimal numbers being used in banking transactions, PIN codes and in several other applications
have to be secured and efficient while being transferred over spatial or temporal channels. The present paper is
limited to decimal data, i.e. BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) numbers only, which can be expanded to include all types
of data as well. In the proposed scheme, the BCD numbers are first encoded (1st tier). The 4-bit outputs of an
Encoder are taken as four minterm, which is then minimized through a Logic Minimizer (2nd tier). The encoder is
designed to produce the terms, which when minimized, contain a single PI (Prime Implicant). Subsequently
Huffman Coding or Shannon-Fano Coding is applied for Compression purposes (3rd tier). On the receiving or
retrieving side, parsing of data is carried out to recover PIs which are then expanded to get 4-bit data block. Finally,
these 4-bit blocks are decoded to get BCD numbers.
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connection. In this specific case, the "compression
ratio" is of 2:1 [3,6]
Data compression can be either "lossless" or
"lossy". Lossless data compression is used when the
data has to be uncompressed exactly as it was before
compression. Text files are stored using lossless
techniques, since losing a single character can be in
the worst case make the text dangerously misleading.
Archival storage of master sources for images, video
data, and audio data generally needs to be lossless as
well. However, there are strict limits to the amount
of compression that can be obtained with lossless
compression. Lossless compression ratios are
generally in the range of 2:1 to 8:1[3,5,7].
Lossy compression, on other hand, works
on the understanding that the data doesn't have to be
stored perfectly. Much information can be simply
thrown away from images, video and audio data
when uncompressed; the data will still be of
acceptable quality. Compression ratios can be an
order of magnitude greater than those available from
lossless methods.
For example, video is generally compressed
using lossy compression, as viewing a reconstruction
of a video sequence, the original is generally not
important as long as the difference do not results in
annoying artefacts [2].
The Huffman or Shannon-Fano coding,
suggested in this paper, are lossless data compression
techniques. The present scheme has been worked out
for the transmission or storage of decimal numbers
only, represented in the form of BCD numbers.
Sometimes the data files only contain such numbers,
which are of sensitive nature and need secure and
efficient transfer through spatial or temporal channel.

1. Introduction:
Data compression has revolutionized
information
technology
and
communication
applications. One of the main outcomes of this
revolution is the ever growing internet and the fast
development
of
mobile
and
multimedia
communications [1].
Data compression has an impact on
multimedia applications. It will not be practical to
put images, audio or video on websites without the
use of data compression algorithms [2,3].
Data compression is popular for two
reasons: (a) People like to accumulate data and hate
to throw anything away. No matter how big a storage
device one has, sooner or later it is going to
overflow. Data compression seems useful because it
delays this inevitability (b) People hate to wait a long
time for data transfers. When sitting at the computer,
waiting for a web page to come in or for a file to
download, we naturally feel that any thing longer
than a few seconds is a long time to wait [4]. The
spread of computing has led to an explosion in the
volume of data to be stored on hard disks and sent
over the Internet. This growth has led to a need for
"data compression", that is, the ability to reduce the
amount of storage or Internet bandwidth required to
handle the data [5].
“Compression ratio” is the key factor,
which is the measure of the size of a compressed file
to the original uncompressed file. For example,
suppose a data file takes up 50 kilobytes (KB). Using
data compression software, that file could be reduced
in size to, say, 25 KB, making it easier to store on
disk and faster to transmit over an Internet
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2. The prooposed method
d:
Thhe whole schem
me on the sendding or storagee
side can bee depicted as in
n Figure1.
2.1 Encoder:
W do we req
Why
quire an “Encoder” (here more
appropriateely “code con
nverter”)? If we input BC
CD
numbers directly
d
to the “Logic
“
Minimiizer”, then som
me
terms or fuunctions will comprise
c
of tw
wo PIs. We waant
here all miinimized functtions to containn a single PI, as
we want too use each PI as
a a symbol too be used at daata
compressioon stage. Mo
ore PIs may result in more
symbols which
w
in turn will
w not be hellpful to get higgh
data comppression ratioss. Table 1 shhows the BC
CD
numbers annd correspondiing encoded words.
w

2.2 Loogic minimizerr
Not too muuch work has been done onn logic
minim
mization with reespect to data compression earlier.
e
Augusstine and some others have doone some goodd work
[8,9]. This can bee implementeed in hardwaare or
softwaare depending on the requirem
ment. We can group
conseccutive PIs into 2, 4, 8 or higgher, to obtain better
comprression ratios. For the purpoose of demonsttration
and unnderstanding, we
w have groupped two conseecutive
PIs in this paper. Heence, the logic minimizer herre will
be bassically a 3-inpuut K-map solveer, which takess eight
bits innput as eight minterms, i.e. A’B’C’, A’B’C,
A
A’BC’’, A’BC, AB’’C’, AB’C, ABC’
A
& ABC. Each
resultaant term will be
b containing two
t
PIs. “00000” and
“1111”” at the inputt of logic minnimizer, are treated
t
differeently due to theeir property thhat four 0s or four
f
1s
and 8 0s or 8 1ss represent thhe same miniimized
functioons. The adjaccent four bits before/after
b
aree taken
as fouur bit group representing
r
foour minterms A’B’,
A’B, AB’,
A AB.

Figure 1. The proposed
d method of datta compressionn
Table 1.
1 Inputs and ou
utputs of propoosed encoder
No.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AB
BCD
00
000
00
001
00
010
00
011
01
100
01
101
01
110
01
111
10
000
10
001

WXYZ
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
1010
1100
1000
1111

Figure 2. Deesign of proposed encoder

N that the en
Note
ncoding is actuaally done for thhe
BCD num
mbers 6,7 & 9 due to the reeason that 0110,
0111 & 10001 produce two
t
PIs when minimized. All
A
the outputt words of th
he encoder willl now producce
single PI for
f each input.. The present scheme requires
even num
mber of digits to input. Iff there are oddd
numbers, one
o may placee four zeros inn the beginninng.
This will be
b clear later in this paper when
w
the schem
me
will be worked out throug
gh an examplee.
One the receivin
ng or retrievingg side, a decodder
circuit will be used to do
d the oppositee function. Both
encoder annd decoder circcuits are show
wn in Figure 2 &
Figure 3 reespectively.

Figgure 3. Design of proposed deecoder
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00110111011110000000000001010000001101111000
100101010111...................................................... (1)
Data after encoding would be as follows:
00111100110010000000000001010000001111001000
111101011100
After logic minimizer (taking 8 bits), the PIs
would be as follows:
A’B+AB’ AB+BC 0+0 B’+0 A’B+AB’ AB+1
A’B+AC’
The frequency table prepared in the temporary
storage for data compression is shown in Table 2.

2.3 Data compressor
Any lossless data compressing scheme can be
used. Huffman or Shannon-Fano schemes will be more
appropriate here. The data compressor in the proposed
method will get 8 bits in sequence, producing two PIs.
In case of “0000” or “1111” input, the logic minimizer
works differently. It will be clear in the example given
in this paper.
A table is built simultaneously in the
temporary storage as the minimization process is in
progress. All PIs along with the frequency of
occurrences is being updated in the table. When the
entire data, which may range from few digits to several
kilobytes, is completed then the table so prepared is
used for data compression. As per Huffman or
Shannon-Fano coding algorithms, a symbol which has
high frequency of occurrences are assigned with
shorter codes and the symbols with less occurrences,
get larger codes.

Table 2. PIs versus frequency of occurrences
Function
Frequency Probability
Symbol
0
3
0.2145
E
A’B
3
0.2145
F
AB’
2
0.143
G
AB
2
0.143
H
BC
1
0.0715
I
B’
1
0.0715
J
1
1
0.0715
K
AC’
1
0.0715
L
The Huffman coding is applied by arranging
symbols in the first column with respect to their
frequency of occurrences as shown in Table 3.

3. The proposed scheme
3.1 Compression procedure
1. Input 4-bit BCD number into an specified
encoder.
2. Make the group of bits into 2n bits where n =
2,3,4...
3. Minimize the group using K-map solver and
store PIs along with their frequency of
occurrences in a temporary storage.
4. If “0000” or “1111” appears at the input of
logic minimizer, then these are treated as single
4-bit group instead of group of 2n bits.
5. Apply any lossless compression technique, like
Huffman or Shannon-Fano coding.
6. Replace each PI with the corresponding code.
7. Send or store the compressed data along with
frequency table.
3.2 Decompression procedure
1. Receive or retrieve the compressed data along
with the frequency table.
2. Perform “parsing” to retrieve PIs.
3. Expand two consecutive PIs to get 8 bits. In
case of “0” or “1” retrieval anytime in the
compressed data, those have to be recovered as
“0000” or “1111”.
4. Start inputting 4-bits at a time to the decoder to
get back the original BCD.
5. Repeat above to find the entire BCD data.
4. Demonstration of scheme
Let
the
small
string
of
digits
“37780050378957” is to be sent into spatial channel
(transmission) or temporal channel (storage). The
larger data file spread over several kilo bytes can be
worked out in the similar manner through software
implementation of data compression scheme.
The above digits in BCD form will be as follows:

Table 3. Huffman coding
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

0.2145
0.2145
0.143
0.143
0.0715
0.0715
0.0715
0.0715

IJKL
GH
E
F

E
F
G
H
KL
I
J

0.286
0.286
0.2145
0.2145

0.2145
0.2145
0.143
0.143
0.143
0.0715
0.0715

EF
IJKL
GH

E
F
G
H
KL
IJ

0.2145
0.2145
0.143
0.143
0.143
0.143

0.429
0.286
0.286

IJKL
E
F
G
H

GHIJKL
EF

0.286
0.2145
0.2145
0.143
0.143

0.572
0.429

The Huffman tree can be constructed from
table 3, is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Huffman tree
The compression codes generated can be
shown in the table 3. The compressed codes can be
given as follows:
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1101001100001010000110110100110010110011
Table 3. Huffman codes
Function
0
A’B
AB’
AB
BC
B’
1
AC’

Symbol
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

----

Huffman Codes
10
11
010
011
0000
0001
0010
0011

A’B+AB’
AB+BC
0,0
B’,0
A’B+AB’
AB,1
A’B+AC’

1111
0101
1100

1001
0101
0111

Hence the original BCD data obtained from
the decoder can be given as follows:
00110111011110000000000001010000001101111000
100101010111............................................................(2)
Bit stream at (2) is exactly the same as at (1).
Hence
the
digits
finally
obtained
are:
37780050378957.

Total number of bits in “uncompressed” data = 56
Total number of bits in “compressed” data = 40
Compression Ratio = 40/56 = 1:0.71 or 29%
The decompression process starts by parsing
the compressed data string. This can be shown in the
table 4.
Table 4. Expanded functions
Parsed
Symbols
Expanded function
data
recovered
11010
0110000
1010
000110
11010
0110010
110011

----

5. Conclusion
The 3-tier proposed method successfully
worked for compression and decompression of BCD
data. The encoding method used and then Boolean
minimization carried out provide 1st level of protection
to the data. Although cryptography is not used, but it
can be used if required. The method has a good scope
for future work. In this paper, the two consecutive PIs
are used to make it a 3-input K-map problem, however,
the larger groups can be tried to get higher
compression ratios. The other methods can also be
explored to treat 0s and 1s. For large volume of data,
the whole system can be developed around software.

A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’
ABC+ABC’+ABC+A’BC
0000, 0000
AB’+A’B’, 0000
A’BC+A’BC’+AB’C+AB’C’
AB, 1111
AB’C+AB’C’+ABC’+AB’C’

The data recovered from the expanded
functions can be shown in table 5.
Table 5. Expanded functions v/s data recovered
Expanded function
Data
recovered
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